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 Deaf Culture 

  

 
“I am an audiologist.” 

“I am Late-Deafened with bilateral cochlear implants.” 

“I love to teach people about technology.” 

“I am addicted to musical theatre.” 

 

~Tina Childress 
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Deaf Culture & American Sign Language –What is it All 

About? 

The deaf and hard of hearing population is made up of a very diverse group of individuals. 

Some are profoundly deaf and others are hard of hearing.  Some were born deaf while others 

became deaf later in life.  Some individuals use spoken English, written English, Cued Speech, 

English-based sign language, American Sign Language (ASL), or a combination of these.  

English and ASL are distinct and complete languages.  Some individuals attend their 

neighborhood schools while others attend residential schools for the deaf.  Some individuals 

utilize cochlear implants, hearing aids, or prefer not using any amplification.  Regardless of the 

unique characteristics of each individual, there is one thing they all have in common -- They are 

all human and they all have some degree of deafness. 

Some members of the deaf and hard of hearing population also consider themselves members of 

a Deaf Culture.  What is Deaf Culture?  Let’s look first at the definition of the word “culture.” 

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, “...culture includes language, ideas, beliefs, customs, 

codes, institutions, tools, techniques, works of art, rituals, and ceremonies, among other 

elements.”  Do some individuals within the deaf and hard of hearing population have a distinct 

culture? 

Yes, they do! 

The primary language used by members of the Deaf Culture is ASL.  They have behaviors and 

mannerisms related to their strong reliance on visual information.  Members of the Deaf Culture 

enjoy socializing with other members of their culture.  There can be an instant bond because of 

their shared experiences of being a person with hearing loss.   

Some examples of activities and events for the deaf or hard of hearing and their families include 

the Illinois Association of the Deaf (IAD) and Deaflympics.  IAD is a leading organization run 

by and for individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing.  IAD and its regional chapters hold 

regular conferences and meetings to provide opportunities for social gathering, sharing 

information, and exploring arts and technologies specific to persons with hearing loss.  

Deaflympics is a gathering similar to the Olympics which brings together 3,000 athletes from 

80 countries to compete.  Another is the DeafNation World Expo, an international gathering of 

15,000 individuals with hearing loss. Many members of Deaf Culture pride themselves in being 

bilingual: in ASL and English, and bicultural: comfortably interacting in both Deaf and Hearing 

Cultures. 

ASL is the visual language shared by members of the Deaf Culture.  ASL is the third or fourth 

most commonly used language in the United States.  ASL is different from Manual Signed 
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English.  ASL has its own rules, grammar, and syntax.  Anything a person can say in English 

can also be expressed in ASL.  Sign language is not universal.  There are many other sign 

languages in the world.  Examples include Mexican Sign Language, French Sign Language, and 

Swedish Sign Language. 

Hearing families with young children who have a hearing loss are encouraged to find 

opportunities to meet adult role models and peers who also have a hearing loss.  It is important 

for a child with hearing loss to meet others like them.  Meeting peers and adults who are deaf or 

hard of hearing helps children develop positive self-esteem.  The Deaf Community supports 

families becoming involved in activities in their local area to help support children in becoming 

successful, well-educated adults.  

 

In the fall of 2016, Chicago Hearing Society started a new program called CONNECTIONS.  

The mission of CONNECTIONS is to connect individuals who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing, 

called Mentors, with families who have children who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing.  Through 

this connection, Mentors support families by providing their perspective as an individual who is 

Deaf or Hard of Hearing.  Not only are Mentors able to share their perspective, but also, they 

provide services to help families achieve their individualized program goal/s (which could 

include fostering language, communication, advocacy skills, etc.).  For more information, 

please contact Michelle Mendiola at MMendiola@anixter.org. 

To find additional resources to meet deaf adults, contact CHOICES for Parents or go to the 

website at www.choicesforparents.org. 

 

What is the difference between persons who are “deaf,” “Deaf,” or “hard of hearing?” 

The deaf and hard of hearing community is diverse.  There are variations in the cause and 

degree of hearing loss, the age of onset, educational background, communication methods, and 

how individuals feel about their hearing loss.  How people “label” or identify themselves is a 

personal choice and may reflect identification with the deaf and hard of hearing community, the 

degree to which they can hear, or the relative age of onset.  For example, some people identify 

themselves as “late-deafened,” indicating that they experienced a loss of hearing later in life. 

Other people identify themselves as “deafblind,” which usually indicates that they have some 

degree of hearing loss and some degree of vision loss.  Some people believe that the term 

“people with hearing loss” is inclusive and efficient.  However, some people who were born 

deaf or hard of hearing do not think of themselves as having lost their hearing.  Over the years, 

the most commonly accepted terms have come to be “deaf,” “Deaf,” and “hard of hearing.” 

 

http://www.choicesforparents.org/
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“Deaf” and “deaf” 

According to Carol Padden and Tom Humphries, in Deaf in America: Voices from a Culture 

(1988): 

“We use the lowercase deaf when referring to the audiological condition of not hearing, 

and the uppercase Deaf when referring to a particular group of deaf people who share a 

language – American Sign Language (ASL) – and a culture.  The members of this group 

have inherited their sign language, use it as a primary means of communication among 

themselves, and hold a set of beliefs about themselves and their connection to the larger 

society. We distinguish them from, for example, those who themselves losing their 

hearing because of illness, trauma or age; although these people share the condition of 

not hearing, they do not have access to the knowledge, beliefs, and practices that make 

up the culture of Deaf people.” 

Padden and Humphries further comment,  

“this knowledge of Deaf people is not simply a camaraderie with others who have a 

similar physical condition, but is, like many other cultures in the traditional sense of the 

term, historically created and actively transmitted across generations.”  

The authors also add that Deaf people,  

“have found ways to define and express themselves through their rituals, tales, 

performances, and everyday social encounters. The richness of their sign language 

affords them the possibilities of insight, invention, and irony.”   

The relationship Deaf people have with their sign language is a strong one, and,  

“the mistaken belief that ASL is a set of simple gestures with no internal structure has led 

to the tragic misconception that the relationship of Deaf people to their sign language is 

a casual one that can be easily severed and replaced.”   

 

Source: Padden, C. & Humphries, T. (1988). Deaf in America: Voices from a Culture. 

Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 

 

“Hard of Hearing” 

“Hard-of-hearing” can denote a person with a mild-to-moderate hearing loss.  Or it can denote a 

deaf person who doesn’t have or want any cultural affiliation with the Deaf community.  Or 

both. The HOH dilemma: in some ways hearing; in some ways deaf; and in others, neither. 
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Can one be hard-of-hearing and ASL-Deaf?  That’s possible, too.  Can one be hard-of-hearing 

and function as hearing?  Of course.  What about being hard-of-hearing and functioning as a 

member of both the hearing and Deaf communities?  That’s a delicate tightrope-balancing act, 

but it is possible. 

As for the political dimension: HOH people can be allies of the Deaf community.  They can 

choose to join or to ignore it.  They can participate in the social, cultural, political, and legal life 

of the community along with culturally Deaf or live their lives completely within the parameters 

of the “hearing world.”  But they may have a more difficult time establishing a satisfying 

cultural/social identity.  Reprinted from: Deaf Life, “For Hearing People Only” (October 1997) 

 

Hearing-impaired – This term is no longer accepted by most in the community but was at one 

time preferred, largely because it was viewed as politically correct.  To declare oneself or 

another person as deaf or blind, for example, was considered somewhat bold, rude, or impolite.  

At that time, it was thought better to use the word “impaired” along with “visually,” “hearing,” 

“mobility,” and so on.  “Hearing-impaired” was a well-meaning term that is not accepted or 

used by many deaf and hard of hearing people. 

For many people, the words “deaf” and “hard of hearing” are not negative.  Instead, the term 

“hearing-impaired” is viewed as negative.  The term focuses on what people can’t do.  It 

establishes the standard as “hearing” and anything different as “impaired,” or substandard, 

hindered, or damaged.  It implies that something is not as it should be and ought to be fixed if 

possible.  To be fair, this is probably not what people intended to convey by the term “hearing 

impaired.” 

Every individual is unique, but there is one thing we all have in common:  we all want to be 

treated with respect.  To the best of our own unique abilities, we have families, friends, 

communities, and lives that are just as fulfilling as anyone else.  We may be different, but we 

are not less. 

~Reprinted with permission from the National Association of the Deaf, www.nad.org. 

 

The values, behaviors, and traditions of Deaf culture include: 

• Promoting an environment that supports vision as the primary sense used for 

communication at school, in the home, and in the community, as vision offers individuals 

who are deaf access to information about the world and the independence to drive, travel, 

work, and participate in every aspect of society. 

http://www.nad.org/
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• Valuing children who are deaf as the future of Deaf people and Deaf culture. Deaf 

culture, therefore, encourages the use of ASL, in addition to any other communication 

modalities the child may have. 

• Support for bilingual ASL/English education of children who are deaf so they are 

competent in both languages. 

• Inclusion of specific rules of behavior in communication in addition to the conventional 

rules of turn taking. For example, consistent eye contact and visual attention during a 

conversation is expected. In addition, a person using sign language has the floor during a 

conversation until he or she provides a visual indicator (pause, facial expression, etc.) that 

he or she is finished. 

• Perpetuation of Deaf culture through a variety of traditions, including films, folklore, 

literature, athletics, poetry, celebrations, clubs, organizations, theaters, and school 

reunions. Deaf culture also includes some of its own "music" and poetry as well as dance. 

• Inclusion of unique strategies for gaining a person's attention, such as: 

o gently tapping a person on the shoulder if he or she is not within the line of sight, 

o waving if the person is within the line of sight, or 

o flicking a light switch a few times to gain the attention of a group of people in a 

room. 

Defining Deaf Culture 

One possible definition of U.S. Deaf culture (and there must be many!) is a social, communal, 

and creative force of, by, and for Deaf people based on American Sign Language (ASL). It 

encompasses communication, social protocol, art, entertainment, recreation (e.g., sports, travel, 

and Deaf clubs), and worship. It’s also an attitude, and, as such, can be a weapon of prejudice—

“You’re not one of us; you don’t belong.” 

Despite the mighty efforts of generations of oralists, deaf people still prefer to communicate and 

mingle with their own kind. That is the psychosocial basis of Deaf culture. Deaf people in the 

United States have staunchly resisted the unstinting attempts of oralists to eradicate the use of 

sign language and assimilate them into the hearing mainstream. The simple fact is that deaf 

people who attend the common residential schools for the deaf—no matter what mode of 

communication is forced on them in the classroom—tend to seek out other deaf people and 

communicate in sign language. This is true, to some extent, in other countries, but the U.S. 

arguably has the most sophisticated and creative—and public—Deaf culture of any.   

~Reprinted from For Hearing People Only: Third Edition, Chapter 55 
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Note that “Deaf culture” is a positive term, indicative of pride and a communal identity, 

whereas terms like “hearing-impaired” and “deafness” do not connote any particular pride or 

sense of community. There are oralists (deaf as well as hearing) who deny that there is such a 

thing as Deaf culture. They prefer to see it as an artificial political construct formulated in 

recent times, more of a self-conscious, posturing attitude than a reality. This view denies the 

importance of ASL to Deaf people. 

Each ethnic and religious group has its own culture. In the case of U.S. mainstream Protestants, 

the characteristics may not be sharply defined. Recent Hindu or Hmong emigrants, for example, 

will likely have a well-defined, all-encompassing culture—a distinct mode of dress, a distinct 

cuisine. 

Deaf people who claim a culturally “Deaf” identity compare themselves to members of other 

ethnic communities. “We have a language; we have a culture,” they say. Opponents of this view 

don’t see deaf people as members of an ethnic minority but simply as handicapped persons, 

people with a hearing loss, people with a hearing disability, audiological patients. 

~Retrieved from http://www.deafculture.com/definitions/ 

 

Deaf and Ethnic Cultures 

What makes a social group a culture? How does Deaf culture compare to full-fledged ethnic and 

religious cultures? What are the criteria for recognizing a group as a genuine community or 

culture? Essentially, Deaf American culture fulfills four essential criteria: a distinct language, a 

distinct folkloric tradition (encompassing ASL storytelling, performing arts, and Deaf history), 

distinct social institutions, and distinct schools (all of which are ASL-based). It also partially 

fulfills the criterion of distinct social customs and protocol.  Below, we look at some typical 

components of ethnic cultures and describe how deaf culture compares. 

 

Distinct Cuisine  

There are no comparable “Deaf-cuisine” customs, no “Deaf foods,” no community-wide “Deaf 

feasts.” There is no Deaf counterpart to Thanksgiving. Deaf people eat what their hearing 

families or schoolmates eat, and enjoy what’s popular in American cuisine. Deaf people can, of 

course, devise their own cuisines, and can celebrate important events in Deaf history such as the 

birthdate of Laurent Clerc, the founding of Gallaudet University (the Charter Day Banquet is an 

annual event on campus), or Deaf Awareness Week, by participating in a local feast or cookout, 

but that’s a different matter entirely. 
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Distinct Mode of Dress 

There is no distinctly Deaf mode of dress. Deaf people can, of course, devise their own fashions 

according to their tastes, and can wear “Deaf Pride” or ASL-themed T-shirts, baseball caps, and 

badges proudly proclaiming their identities to the world, but that’s not the same thing as 

adhering to a traditionally prescribed, restrictive mode of dress, such as worn by Orthodox 

Jews, Muslims, or the Amish. 

 

Distinct Scriptural Tradition/History 

There is no “Deaf religion.” There is no “Deaf God,” no “Deaf Gospel,” no special liturgy, and 

no set of beliefs unique to the Deaf community.  There is no “Deaf Prophet” who is revered as 

having received the Word of God from heaven or an angel. Deaf people utilize the same 

scriptures and liturgies used by hearing people. 

 

Distinct Houses of Worship 

Deaf people may attend a Deaf church or a “hearing” church (we’re using the term “church” to 

denote any organized house of worship) that has interpreted services, they may attend one 

without any interpreter, or may not attend church at all. Note that Deaf churches are almost 

invariably offshoots of established churches, such as the Lutheran or Episcopalian. 

 

Distinct Social Customs 

Each culture determines which behaviors are acceptable and unacceptable. Deaf culture 

maintains certain rules of protocol that differ from what’s considered socially acceptable. In 

U.S. culture, it’s considered “forward” for two persons to maintain a steady, locked gaze into 

each other’s eyes. This kind of behavior tends to make uninitiated hearing people 

uncomfortable. 

Deaf culture maintains certain rules of protocol that differ from what’s considered socially 

acceptable. For example, in Hearing culture, a restaurant waiter must never touch a diner. In 

Deaf culture, it’s acceptable for a waiter to touch a diner’s shoulder to get her attention. 

Similarly, it's okay for Deaf persons to maintain a steady gaze while they’re signing to each 

other—something that might be impermissible by Hearing standards. 
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Another example: according to Deaf culture, a person who leaves a room where there are other 

Deaf people notifies them that s/he’s going into another room—even if it’s a short jaunt to the 

bathroom. Hearing people might consider this tacky, but there’s a practical reason—it forestalls 

frantic searching for the person who has just left the group. Since Deaf people can’t hear 

another person yell through the bathroom door, they notify their friends before removing 

themselves from eyeshot. It’s a practice that, all things considered, makes sense. 

Deaf social protocol is based on Deaf people’s need to maintain good eye contact and visibility, 

and to make signing easier and more comfortable. Therefore, Deaf culture does have this in 

common with ethnic/religious cultures. 

 

Transmission from Parents to Children 

One important criterion of a culture is that it transmitted from parents to children. In other 

words, parents teach their children the byways, norms, and values of their culture: the language, 

rules, customs, folklore, religion, and moral values they cherish, as part of their everyday family 

life. As far as Deaf culture goes, this holds true for only a small minority of Deaf children—

those with Deaf parents. Every other culture is transmitted from parents to children. Deaf 

culture is unique in that it has traditionally been transmitted from child to child at the schools 

for the deaf. Since the overwhelming majority of deaf children have hearing parents, they didn’t 

learn the language, values, and social customs of Deaf culture from their parents, but their 

peers. 

 

Distinct Folklore/Literary Tradition 

This is a major characteristic of a culture. Every culture has a distinct and colorful folkloric 

tradition. In many cases, folklore wasn’t written; it was retold. Traditional folklore was 

transmitted from generation to generation by parents, elder relatives, and local storytellers, who 

shared the history and myths of the tribe or community with the adults and children gathered 

together to listen and participate. These “texts” were memorized by the new generation who, in 

turn, transmitted them to their children. 

Deaf people have a folklore. In the U.S. and Canada, this is based on ASL and utilizes dramatic 

storytelling, ASL humor, signplay, poetry, anecdotes, legends, and myths. 
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Distinct Language 

The language used by an ethnic, religious, or geographical community reflects its values and 

world-view. Each ethnic culture possesses a native language.  

ASL is the native language of Deaf Americans and a number of Deaf Canadians. However, 

most deaf people have hearing parents and siblings. The vast majority of Deaf people don’t 

come from Deaf families.  

 

Distinct Social, Sports, Recreational Institutions 

Virtually all cultural groups have social, recreational, and sports institutions that are organized 

to some degree and serve to foster group and communal loyalty, and also serve as a way to have 

fun within the boundaries of the community.  

Team sports, like volleyball and softball, play an important role in Deaf culture. Sports are a 

way of expressing belonging and kinship in a kinetic way, free from communication barriers. 

Deaf people enjoy participating in competitive sports with other Deaf people, and this 

predilection begins at schools for the deaf, where all the children participate; everyone takes 

turns. 

Although Olympic sports are an important part of U.S. culture (to say nothing of their being a 

multi-billion-dollar industry), most Deaf athletes have preferred to participate in Deaf-only 

competitions (e.g., the Deaflympics), despite the modest perks involved, the higher expenses, 

and the relative lack of prestige in Hearing culture. Since easy communication is of paramount 

importance, most Deaf athletes opt for Deaf sports. 

Deaf students in some mainstreamed settings may find themselves excluded from participation 

in intramural and varsity sports, due to the communication problems involved. This kind of 

exclusion doesn’t exist at schools for the deaf. Every child, no matter how clumsy, gets a 

chance to participate. That’s long been a defining characteristic of deaf culture. A few 

determined deaf athletes have participated in the “Hearing” Olympics. 

 

Distinct Schools 

Traditionally, schools for the deaf have served as the hubs of the Deaf community. Although 

enrollment has been declining, due to the upsurge in mainstreamed placements, some schools 

are embattled, and a few have already been closed, this still holds true. Deaf children have 

traditionally learned ASL from other students and gained their first exposure to the norms of 

Deaf culture—for example, everybody takes turns participating in sports; no one is left out. 
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A growing number of deaf people have not attended schools for the deaf, but are graduates of 

mainstreamed public-school classes, day schools (oral and sign-affirmative), charter schools, or 

other setups. Some mainstreamed situations are excellent; others abysmally bad. A number of 

people who have a non-traditional (mainstreamed) background have nonetheless chosen to join 

the Deaf community as teens or adults. Although purists don’t consider those from 

mainstreamed backgrounds “strong-Deaf,” a number of respected Deaf Culture advocates have 

sent their deaf children to public and private schools, not schools for the deaf, so the “rule,” if 

there is one, isn’t absolute. 

While deaf students are free to enroll in the college of their choice, a large number of them 

choose to attend the “Big Three”: California State University at Northridge (CSUN), National 

Technical Institute for the Deaf, one of the colleges of Rochester Institute of Technology 

(NTID/RIT), and Gallaudet University. Gallaudet was the first, and is still the only, liberal-arts 

college for deaf students in the world. Each of the Big Three has its own distinct Deaf 

community and brand of Deaf culture. Not all deaf students who attend CSUN and NTID join 

the Deaf community; it’s possible for a deaf student to go through an entire college career 

without learning how to sign or having any social interaction with other deaf people. CSUN and 

RIT are mainstreamed colleges; Gally is a bastion of ASL. Everyone signs there. Gallaudet 

alumni even have a distinct “Gally ASL” accent. 

The truly distinctive characteristic of Deaf culture is the language—ASL in the United States 

and much of Canada—and ASL-based schools for the deaf. A growing number of deaf people 

have not attended schools for the deaf, but are graduates of mainstreamed public-school classes, 

day schools (oral and sign-affirmative), charter schools, or other setups. Some mainstreamed 

situations are excellent; others abysmally bad. A number of people who have a non-traditional 

(mainstreamed) background have nonetheless chosen to join the Deaf community as teens or 

adults. 

The popularity of Deaf sports, Deaf performing arts, chartered Deaf tours, and Deaf social 

institutions (like biennial school reunions) can all be traced to the importance of ASL in our 

everyday lives. The basis of Deaf culture in the U.S.A. is ASL. This is testimony to the 

importance of communication. Accessible communication is of paramount importance in our 

lives, and ASL, a multi-national blend of native and foreign sign languages, has been developed 

and refined by generations of deaf people to serve that purpose. 

~Retrieved from http://www.deafculture.com/ethnic_culture/ 
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Values 

The following are highly valued and vital aspects of everyday living by the Deaf community. 

Notice the value comparisons between people who are Deaf and people who can hear. 

 

People who are Deaf value:    People who can hear value: 

ASL        Spoken language 

Eyes (rely on vision)     Ears (rely on sound) 

Hands/signs       Mouth/speech 

Videophone (VP); Relay Service; TTY   Telephone 

Visual/vibrating alerting systems   Sound alerting system 

Video mail       Voice mail 

Interpreters       Speakers 

Captioning       Dialogue 

Deaf clubs, Deaf civic and social organizations Civic and social organizations 

~Retrieved from http://www.dhs.state.mn.us 

 

 

TWO VIEWS OF DEAFNESS 

Outline by Chris Wixtrom 

Originally Published in The Deaf American, Winter 1988 

1st View: DEAFNESS AS PATHOLOGY 2nd View: DEAFNESS AS A DIFFERENCE 

With this perspective, a person might: With this perspective, a person might: 

Define deafness as a pathological condition (a 
defect, or a handicap) which 
distinguishes abnormal deaf persons from 
normal hearing persons. 

Define deafness as merely a difference, 
a characteristic which distinguishes normal 
deaf persons from normal hearing persons. 
Recognize that deaf people are a linguistic and 
cultural minority. 

Deny, downplay, or hide evidence of deafness. Openly acknowledge deafness. 
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Seek a "cure" for deafness: focus on 
ameliorating the effects of the "auditory 
disability" or "impairment." 

Emphasize the abilities of deaf persons. 

Give much attention to the use of hearing aids 
and other devices that enhance auditory 
perception and/or focus on speech. Examples: 
amplifiers, tactile and computer-aided speech 
devices, cue systems . . . 

Give much attention to issues of 
communication access for deaf persons through 
visual devices and services. Examples: 
telecommunication devices, captioning 
devices, light signal devices, interpreters . . . 

Place much emphasis on speech and 
speechreading ("oral skills"); avoid sign and 
other communication methods which are 
deemed "inferior." 

Encourage the development of all 
communication modes including - but not 
limited to - speech. 

Promote the use of auditory-based 
communication modes; frown upon the use of 
modes which are primarily visual. 

Strongly emphasize the use of vision as a 
positive, efficient alternative to the auditory 
channel. 

Describe sign language as inferior to spoken 
language. 

View sign language as equal to spoken 
language. 

View spoken language as the most natural 
language for all persons, including the deaf. 

View sign language as the most natural 
language for the deaf. 

Make mastery of spoken language a central 
educational aim. 

In education, focus on subject matter, rather 
than a method of communication. Work to 
expand all communication skills. 

Support socialization of deaf persons with 
hearing persons. Frown upon deaf/deaf 
interaction and deaf/deaf marriages. 

Support socialization within the deaf 
community as well as within the larger 
community. 

Regard "the normal hearing person" as the best 
role model. 

Regard successful deaf adults as positive role 
models for deaf children. 

Regard professional involvement with the deaf 
as "helping the deaf" to "overcome their 
handicap" and to "live in the hearing world." 

Regard professional involvement with the deaf 
as "working with the deaf" to "provide access to 
the same rights and privileges that hearing 
people enjoy." 

Neither accept nor support a separate "deaf 
culture." 

Respect, value and support the language and 
culture of deaf people. 

 

~Retrieved from http://www.aslaccess.org/2viewsofdeafness.htm 

 

Individuals can choose an audiological or cultural perspective. It’s all about choices, comfort 

level, mode of communication, and acceptance. 
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For more information, check out the following websites: 

National Association of the Deaf at www.nad.org 

American Society for Deaf Children at www.deafchildren.org 

 

Suggested Readings: 

Inside Deaf Culture, Carol A. Padden and Tom L. Humphries  

A Journey Into the Deaf-World, Harlan Lane, Robert Hoffmeister, and Ben Bahan  

Deaf Culture Our Way, Roy K. Holcomb  

Keys to Raising a Deaf Child, Virginia Frazier-Maiwald and Lenore M. Williams  

The Silent Garden: Raising Your Deaf Child, Paul Ogden 

 

Films:  

Audism Unveiled  

History Through Deaf Eyes 
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